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A central property of any complex system

Connectivity

Flight Paths

Protein Interactions



Connectivity in Brain

Friston K. British Medical Bulletin (1996)



Structural Neuroimaging
Diffusion Tensor Imaging

Brownian motion of water molecule Tracking neuronal fibers



Structural Brain Networks



The Dynamic Brain

“The noisy variability seen in single neuron 
responses may in fact contain real, meaningful 
information.”

“To understand how neurons work in concert to 
bring about coherent behavior and its breakdown 
in disease, neuroscientists now attempt to 
evaluate the network activities by computing 
various interdependence measures.”

The Dynamic Brain 
Edited by Mingzhou Ding, PhD and Dennis 
Glanzman, PhD



Functional Connectivity

Ferreiraa L.K. et al. Neuroscience and Biobehavioral Reviews (2014)



Functional Brain Networks

Correlations between spatially remote neurophysiological events



• Temporal correlations between spatially 
remote neurophysiological events

• Functional connectivity is an operational 
measure

• Does not imply causal relationship

Functional Connectivity

Friston K. British Medical Bulletin 1996; 52: 644-655



Dis-connection in Psychotic Brain

Disruption in connectivity 
between different brain 
regions

Symptoms of psychosis

Carl Wernicke 

(1848-1905)

Eugen Bleuler 
(1857-1939)

Schizophrenia
Splitting of mental functions



Disconnection Hypothesis: Inception

‣ Inventor of statistical 

parametric mapping

‣ Inventor of dynamic 

causal modeling

‣ Inception of 

disconnection hypothesis 

of schizophreniaKarl J Friston (1959-)

Friston K. British Medical Bulletin (1996)



• Observed functional disconnection between 
prefrontal and temporal brain region in 
schizophrenic patients relative to healthy 
controls.

• Schizophrenia’s core symptoms can be 
described in terms of abnormal functional 
integration between distinct brain regions.

Disconnection Hypothesis

Friston K. British Medical Bulletin (1996)



Abnormal Functional Connectivity 
in Schizophrenia

Decreased Increased

Liang M et al. Neuroreport (2006)



Abnormal Functional Connectivity 
in Schizophrenia

Decrease

Schizophrenia
<

Healthy 

Garrity AG et al. Am J Psych (2006)

Increase

Schizophrenia
>

Healthy 

The default mode network may be involved in overactivity of brain 
regions that interfere with normal thoughts and functioning.



Dysconnectivity in Schizophrenia

Pettersson-Yeo W & Friston K Neurosci Biobehav Rev (2011)



Synonym of Connectivity

Correlation

Coupling

Synchrony

Coherence

Google Scholar Statistics



What is Wrong with Correlation?

Collin G et al. Front. Psch. (2011)



What defines “Correlation”?

r = .94, p < .001



What defines “Correlation”?

r = .59, p < .001



What defines “Correlation”?

r = .74, p < .001



Decomposing “Correlation”

Siegel M et al. Nature Reviews Neuroscience (2012)



• Pearson’s correlation is a measure of “linear 
dependence,” which cannot capture nonlinear, or 
phase and amplitude modulation of given signals.

• Brain signal is modulated by phase and amplitude 
in different conditions.

• We need new measures that can quantify phase-
phase, amplitude-amplitude, or phase-amplitude 
relationship.

Correlation vs. Coherence



How to Construct a 
Functional Brain Network?

Time



Distribution of Correlation Value
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Distribution of Phase Coherence Value
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Effective Connectivity

Friston K. British Medical Bulletin 1996; 52: 644-655

Influence of one neuronal system exerted over another



One-Way Causation

• Separability: cause and effect are separable.



Mutual Causation: Predator and Prey



Multi-variate Causation



Network Theory



NE

MA

Small World Phenomenon
Milgram’s experiment

Instructions:

Given a target individual (stockbroker in Boston), pass the message to a 

person you correspond with who is “closest” to the target.



Small World Phenomenon
Milgram’s experiment



NE

MA

“Six degrees of separation”

Outcome:

20% of initiated chains reached target

average chain length = 6.5



email experiment 

Dodds, Muhamad, Watts, 

Science 301 (2003)

•18 targets

•13 different countries

•60,000+ participants

•24,163 message chains 

•384 reached their targets

•average path length 4.0

Source: NASA, U.S. Government; http://visibleearth.nasa.gov/view_rec.php?id=2429

Small World Phenomenon
Milgram’s experiment repeated

file://SPICA/s2/register.jsp
file://SPICA/s2/register.jsp
file://SPICA/s2/register.jsp
file://SPICA/s2/register.jsp


Social Network



Network Theory: Terminology



Network Theory: Terminology

Front. Comput. Neurosci., 08 February 2011 | 
https://doi.org/10.3389/fncom.2011.00005



Watts, Duncan J.; Strogatz, Steven H. (1998). "Collective dynamics of 'small-
world' networks". Nature. 393 (6684): 440–442. 



Low global efficiency

High local efficiency

High global efficiency

High local efficiency

High global efficiency

Low local efficiency

Watts, Duncan J.; Strogatz, Steven H. (1998). "Collective dynamics of 

'small-world' networks". Nature. 393 (6684): 440–442. 



Complexity of Brain Network

Ed Bullmore and Olaf Sporns. Nature Reviews Neuroscience 2012



Small World Networks

Examples !!

• Kevin Bacon Graph (KBG)

• Power Grid (Western US)  

• C. elegans Worm  

• Infectious Disease Spreading 

Studied by Watts-Strogatz



Small World Networks

Examples :  KBG (Kevin Bacon Graph), Grid, Worm

• Most popular example !!

• Validated using  Movie Actors’ Database ( 150,000  films,   300,000 combined actors)       
(www.us.imdb.com)                                

• ‘Nodes’ represent actors who have appeared in one or more films  

• ‘Edge’ is the connection whenever the actors have appeared together in at least 1 feature 
film 

• 90%  of actors are part of single ‘connected’ component KBG* (225K actors in 110K films)



• same networks, but the 
vertices are allowed to 
move using a spring layout 
algorithm

• wiring cost associated 
with the physical distance 
between nodes 

Origins of small worlds: tradeoffs

Source: Small worlds: How and Why, Nisha Mathias and Venkatesh Gopal



(a) Commuter rail network in the Boston area. The arrow marks the 
assumed root of the network.

(b) Star graph.

(c) Minimum spanning tree. 

(d) The model applied to the same set of stations.

add edge with smallest

weight
Euclidean distance between i and j

# hops to root node

Source: Small worlds: How and Why, Nisha Mathias and Venkatesh Gopal

Origins of small worlds: tradeoffs



Mental Illness
Shift to Regular or Random Brain Networks

Liao X., et al. Neuroscience & Biobehavioral Reviews 2017; 77: 286-300



Brain Modularity

Bassett DS., et al. PLoS Comput Biol 2010: e1000748



Brain-inspired Chip

Merolla PA., et al. Science 2014; 345:668-673



Summary

 Correlation is a global measure of dependency 
between signals that is determined by both phase 
and amplitude.

 Causality is a measure of the cause and effect in 
time series which is mainly driven by time 
precedence principle.

 Measures of correlation and causality from brain 
signal data can help understand the brain 
connectomes.



Question

• If neuropsychiatric disorders are 
diseases of the brain networks, why 
we are still unable identify definitive 
pathological networks for these 
disorders?


